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Dollhouse A Supernatural Horror Dark Carousel Book 1
Beware of shadows bearing gifts... A young girl's dollhouse comes alive at night,
and its tiny residents possess a terrifying power. Fate stalks a young cult survivor
as she struggles to escape a premonition of her own death. And a beautiful
antique jewelry box reveals a dark hunger that threatens to consume its new
owner... Scare Street unleashes a dozen delightfully dark tales of horror in this
ghastly new collection. A special gift, wrapped in black paper and tied with a
blood red bow-just waiting for you to open it and see what's inside... So go
ahead, untie the ribbon, peel away the shiny paper. Give it a little shake. Is
something moving inside? As you lift the lid, you see two glowing eyes and a
mouth filled with shark-like teeth. Then you realize you've been misled... It's not a
present for you after all. Before you even have a chance to scream, the monster
claims its gift-you.
????????????·????????“????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????”???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????“????”?“????”???????????????????????????????·????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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This bewitching bibliography covers more than 1,300 books on parapsychology
and psychic phenomena; tales and legends with strong magical and occult
elements; and horror, both traditional and modern. Each entry provides a
complete description, bibliographic information, a list of other works by the same
author, and series or sequel information or both. The concise, convenient format
makes this an ideal purchasing guide that is also fun to browse.
Provides individual essay-reviews of 500 titles, series, and collections written by
some of the most respected writers of fantasy. Also includes 19 topical essays,
Chronology, and Annotated bibliography and a Bibliography of fantasy
anthologies.
?????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????????????? ????????? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????…… ????????????????????? ??????
???????American Gods?2017?5? ???????Anansi Boys?2017?5?
??????Neverwhere?2017?6? ?????Stardust?2017?6? ???????Norse
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Mythology?2017?7? ??????Good Omens?2017?12? ????????2018?1?
?M??????2018?5? ?????2018?6? ?????2018?9? ???? ??????????????????????
????? ??????Neil Gaiman? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????80????????????Sandman????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ?????www.neilgaiman.com
??????https://www.facebook.com/neilgaiman/ ???https://twitter.com/neilhimself
IG???neilhimself ????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
To cover the immense publishing explosion of children's books, films, and other
media for the 1980s, Mary Ann Pauline has created an encyclopedic set of
volumes to complement and update her celebrated book, Creative Uses of
Children's Literature.
Simplified Chinese edition of Go Away, Big Green Monster!
COLORING BOOK COMBINE WITH POSTER COLLECTION (FULL COLOR PHOTO
BOOK): 20 pages for coloring + 20 removable postersContent included:1/ Horror Night
Carrie White Movies2/ Horror Night The Nightmare Before Christmas Jack Skellington
Movies3/ Horror Night Silent Hill Pyramid Head Movies4/ Horror Night The Cryptkeeper
Tales From The Crypt Classic Movies5/ Horror Night Buffy The Vampire Slayer Spyke
Movies6/ Horror Night Evil Dead Ash Williams Movies7/ Horror Night Walking Dead
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Negan Movies8/ Horror Night Emily & Victor Corpse Bride Action Movies9/ Horror Night
Invisible Man Action Movies10/ Horror Night The Nightmare Before Christmas Sally
Classic Movies11/ Horror Night Elvira Mistress Of The Dark Movies12/ Horror Night
Winifred Mary & Sarah Sanderson Classic Movies13/ Horror Night Tiffany Valentineray
Bride Of Chucky Classic Movies14/ Horror Night Casper Classic Movies15/ Horror
Night Slenderman Classic Movies16/ Horror Night Demogorgon Stranger Things
Classic Movies17/ Horror Night The Addams Family Classic Movies18/ Horror Night
Hannibal Lecter The Silence Of The Lambs Movies19/ Horror Night Freddy Krueger A
Nightmare On Elm Street Movies20/ Horror Night Winifred Mary & Sarah Sanderson
Classic MoviesTAGs: harrison ford force awakens last jedi bin vintage meme funny 80s
black reference bff soul sister tribe friend friendship love soulmate girlfriend girls women
person chicks ovaries woman mate dictionary definition typography text galentine
valentines valentine gal sex city bradshaw girl power classic classics 90s shows series
movies hollywood fashion new york downtown sarah jessica parker big minimalist
minimalism simple old actors famous romance sissy spacek 1976 horror movie blood
myacideyes brownstein sleater kinney sleaterkinney tlandia aesthetic riot grrrl
musicians music artsy pretty cute tumblr popular trending indie alternative burton jack
nighmare before christmas halloween skeleton mr oogie boogie halloweentee tee
pumpkin king nightmare skellington tim pop culture man spooky sally tnbc nbc skull
skulls ragdoll frankenstien goth hot topic dead deadly death couple lovers gothic
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awesome red doodle frozen abstract xmas sketch nbm society6 dark pyramid head
silent hill 2 thing toluca prison painting nerd geek gamer gaming video games game
survival halo of sun nurse playstation resident evil roses flowers creepy scary zombie
ghost carnations nerdy merch vitruvian da vinci marys letter james sunderland two our
special place maria xbox konami tales from crypt keeper comedy film ghouls ghoul
monsters monster tv show buffy vampire slayer summers joss whedon btvs cult
geekery sunnydale high school angel willow xander teenage giles vampires mutant
works grrr argh sexy michelle gellar twilight spike television blonde kick ass kickass us
scooby gang doo supernatural demons abc fox summer slay feminism feminist enemy
grr firefly dr horrible serenity dollhouse cabin woods avengers ash williams army
darkness vs terror sam raimi chainsaw groovy boomstick silhouette posters bruce
campbell deadite films ashy slashy deadites saw necronomicon negan lucille walking
twd jeffrey dean morgan jdm amc zombies dirty my comics daryl rick grimes carl
mishone carol i will shut that shit down theodore roosevelt teddy speak softly carry a
stick corpse bride emily butterflies blue purple wedding victor victoria johnny depp
helena bonham carter danny elfman watercolors watercolor van dort color photoshop
fan art niniel illustrator invisible mad scientist poster b retro campy weird hipster fanatic
sci fi science fiction universal warhol frankenstein dracula wolfman creature lagoon
mummy phantom opera metaluna marilyn monroe nine busts face vibrant boris karloff
bela lugosi lon chaney jr whos on first whats second dont know is third today pitching to
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COLORING BOOK COMBINE WITH POSTER COLLECTION (FULL COLOR PHOTO
BOOK): 20 pages for coloring + 20 removable postersContent included:1/ Everyday
What's Your Proclivity Fantasy2/ Everyday Argh Fantasy3/ Everyday Oh Well
Fantasy4/ Everyday Bit Clearer Fantasy5/ Everyday What's Your Favorite Coffee
Fantasy6/ Everyday Just A Bit Fantasy7/ Everyday Good Song Fantasy8/ Everyday
The Round Is Won Fantasy9/ Everyday Thinking A Thought Fantasy10/ Everyday Take
A Look Fantasy11/ Everyday God Damn I'm Hungry Fantasy12/ Everyday Convenient
Cencorship Fantasy13/ Everyday Probably Ate Too Much Ice Cream Fantasy14/
Everyday Nothing Else Fantasy15/ Everyday Just Get Things Done Done Go Around
Splitting Hairs Fantasy16/ Everyday Wibbly Fantasy17/ Everyday Fading In Fantasy18/
Everyday What's Your Proclivity Fantasy19/ Everyday Argh Fantasy20/ Everyday Oh
Well FantasyTAGs: persistently repeatedly regularly weakness partiality bent leaning
inclination disposition aptitude endowment faculty flair head knack talent words related
to genius affinity bias habitude impulse penchant predilection predisposition propensity
tendency turn ear eye mind nose feel hang instinct touch way retro pixel old school fro
approach belief character demeanor mindset mood notion opinion perspective
philosophy point of view position posture prejudice reaction sensibility sentiment stance
stand temperament air angle headset routine set slant standing standpoint temper twist
mindtrip buffy the vampire slayer mutant works grrr argh btvs grr joss whedon enemy
ubervamp turok han sci fi geek sticker fiction science tv series american drama
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supernatural television productions horror action sunnydale firefly angel dr horrible
serenity dollhouse cabin in woods avengers arrrgh grrrrr grrargh arghh monster 90s
zombie pop culture buff nineties whedonverse buffyverse vampires demons logo ats
turon kan funny buffering whale cute animal oh well sea ocean dolphin fish pretty blue
calligraphy illustrate illustrator illustration creatures under humpback puns punny pun
pink ship trending popular stickers crocs yellow shrug face emoticon what can you do
whatever whatevs lol emoji sup son shoulder childish gambino android droid social
media mammal mammals waves beach sun sand surf pup puppy loving happiness
sunshine red orange green purple brown black white gray grey fun watercolor
watercolors paintbrush seafood foam boats boat amazing awesome killer swiftie
reputation rep end game i swear dont it loves me tour ts7 delicate did something bad
long live isnt swift and co dancing with our hands tied enchanted t grammy speech
1989 speak now fearless album blame new years day look made cause shes dead ur
not if this was a movie getaway car out blank space blood wildest dreams all too holy
ground state grace feeling 22 gorgeous era kaylor lgbt rainbow pride june swiftgron
lyrics ally karlie kloss songs about could make any clearer test vision chart lettering
typography letters demotivational joke humor font clear honest like blurry
sageimpressions boston welcome endless city afar huge interesting beautiful summit
heights forest mountains nature trees fog stars nebula truth further blind triangle tea
drink label hot water morning chilly heat leaves silk kawaii happy smile adorable
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favorite coffee cup lovely present seasonal season winter summer autumn spring joy
cozy comfort english line drawing vector silly heart symbol share sharing bungling bag
sugar warming time healthy wellness wine vinum vices vice alcohol quote quotes
inspiration ombre vino girly girl vintage fashion im other moms cool mom life mommy
mama mother momlife toddler mean girls grandma gift gram squad christmas idea tired
as naps nana memaw my people call proud mothers gifts for mums pet cuddling
snuggle snuggling puppies dog l
More than 2,300 works of fiction and poetry are discussed, each cross-referenced to
other works with similar or contrasting themes. Winners and nominees for major awards
are identified. Books that are part of a series are flagged, with a complete list of books
in series included in a final chapter, along with a comprehensive list of awards, of
translations, and of young adult and children's books.
Writers who want the marketing savvy and career counseling an agent can provide can
truly benefit from this listing of more than 500 literary and script agents in the United
States and Canada.
??, ??, ?????????????? English, Korean, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese,
Pinyin ???????????????·?????23??????????20???????????????1902???????????????
115???????????????????????????????24????????1????????? ????·????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????23???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A special hardcover collector’s edition of the authorized Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Watcher’s Guides, now with updated content from the cast and crew! As long as there
have been vampires, there has been the Slayer. One girl in all the world to find them
where they gather and to stop the spread of their evil and the swell of their numbers.
From the first vampire staking to the last glimpse of Sunnydale, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer was a genre-busting hit, attracting millions of fans worldwide. Even now, two
decades later, Buffy the Vampire Slayer still plays a role in shaping an entire generation
of media. Just in time for the show’s twentieth anniversary, the Buffy the Vampire
Slayer Watcher’s Guides have been compiled into one hardcover collector’s edition for
the first time! Inside, you’ll find all the best content from Volumes 1–3 of the original
Watcher’s Guides, as well as exclusive new content, including never-before-seen
interviews with the cast and crew.
All the terrifying HILL HOUSE COMICS paperback graphic novels curated by New York
Times bestselling author Joe Hill collected in a beautiful slipcase box set! #1 New York
Times bestselling author Joe Hill asks, With a cursed Viking axe, what can you
accomplish? and June Branch is ready to answer! Heads will roll... June Branch is in
trouble. She's trapped on Brody Island with nowhere to run. Her boyfriend, Liam, has
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been kidnapped. And four bloodthirsty escaped convicts will stop at nothing to find her.
All poor June has to defend herself with is a strange Viking axe with the terrifying power
to decapitate a person and leave their head still talking. If she's going to save Liam and
herself, June will have to keep a cool head...or even a whole basketful of them! From
#1 New York Times bestselling writer Joe Hill (NOS4A2, Locke & Key) comes Basketful
of Heads, the first series in the smash-hit lineup of the Hill House Comics library.
Featuring incredible artwork by Leomacs (Lucifer), this spine-tingling collection includes
the entire seven-issue miniseries, as well as character designs and behind-the-scenes
sketches. Sea Dogs Back in 1779, the American Navy was in shambles as it struggled
to take on the mighty the British fleet. In a desperate attempt to gain the upper hand,
the American Navy will smuggle three werewolves onto the British's flagship to cause
havoc. But can they really trust these men? Seadogs will be a little different from all the
other comics in the way that it is published. It will be serialised in the back of all the
comics mentioned above, two pages at a time. Written by Joe Hill and illustrated by
Dan McDaid, Sea Dogs collects the entire run originally featured as a backup story in
Basketful of Heads. This is the first time this will be collected! Plunge In 1983, a state-ofthe-art drilling ship, the Derleth, vanished near the Arctic Circle. Decades later, it has
begun sending a distress call... Tracing the signal to a remote atoll in the Bering Strait,
the Rococo oil company hires the Carpenter brothers and their salvage crew to
investigate the ghost ship. Joined by a marine biologist and an oil executive, the
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brothers set out on a grim mission to learn what caused the disappearance and recover
the bodies of the crew...only to find that the Derleth's men aren't dead! Even if they're
also not quite...alive...anymore. A surreal and gory celebration of '80s horror, Plunge
brings together Joe Hill (NOS4A2, Locke & Key) and Stuart Immonen (The Amazing
Spider-Man, Superman: Secret Identity) for a deep dive into unfathomable terrors.
Collects the six-issue miniseries along with exclusive commentary and sketches. The
Low, Low Woods From New York Times bestselling author Carmen Maria Machado
(Her Body And Other Parties, In The Dream House) comes a story so horrifying you
won't dare to forget! There's something in the woods... Shudder-to-Think, Pennsylvania,
has been on fire for years. The woods are full of rabbits with human eyes, a deer
woman who stalks hungry girls, and swaths of skinless men. And the people of
Shudder-to-Think? Well, they're not doing so well either. When El and Octavia wake up
in a movie theater with no memory of the last few hours of their lives, the two teenage
dirtbags embark on a horrifying journey to uncover the truth about the strange town that
they call home. From critically acclaimed writer Carmen Maria Machado (Her Body and
Other Parties) comes The Low, Low Woods, from the smash-hit lineup of the Hill House
Comics library. Featuring stunning artwork by Dani (Lucifer), this volume collects The
Low, Low Woods #1-6. The Dollhouse Family On Alice's sixth birthday, she got the gift
she didn't know she always wanted: a big, beautiful 19th- century dollhouse, complete
with a family of antique dolls. In no time at all, the dollhouse isn't just Alice's favorite
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toy...it's her whole world. And soon young Alice learns she can magically enter the
house to visit a new group of friends, straight out of a heartwarming children's novel:
the Dollhouse family. But in the real world, her family life is much darker...and deep
within the Dollhouse's twisting halls, the Black Room waits, with an offer to Alice. The
house can fix all this, the room says. All she has to do is say the words... From writer
M.R. Carey (The Girl with All the Gifts, Lucifer) comes The Dollhouse Family, from the
smash-hit lineup of the Hill House Comics library. Featuring riveting artwork by Peter
Gross (The Books of Magic) and Vince Locke (A History of Violence), this chilling
collection features The Dollhouse Family Daphne Byrne The voice from beyond the
veil... In the gaslit splendor of late-19th-century New York, rage builds inside 14-yearold Daphne. The sudden death of her father has left her alone with her grief-stricken
mother. Emotionally adrift and living outside her means, the widow becomes easy prey
for a group of occultists promising to contact her dead husband. While fighting to
disentangle her mother from these charlatans, Daphne experiences a genuine
supernatural encounter--a strange, insidious presence in her own body. Brother, a
charming entity with unspeakable appetites, visits her in her dreams and whispers in
her ear. Soon, Daphne is sharing his terrifying power. A demon? A ghost? Her own
hallucination? Daphne can't be sure what Brother is or what he wants. And even if she
knew, could she stop him? Would she want to? An unsettling, blood-soaked tale from
writer Laura Marks (The Good Fight) and artist Kelley Jones (Batman, The Sandman),
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Daphne Byrne is part of DC's smash-hit Hill House Comics library, curated by Joe Hill
(NOS4A2, Locke & Key). Collects the full six-issue miniseries as well as commentary
and behind-the-scenes artwork.
Although ostensibly presented as “light entertainment,” the work of writer-directorproducer Joss Whedon takes much dark inspiration from the horror genre to create a
unique aesthetic and perform a cultural critique. Featuring monsters, the undead, as
well as drawing upon folklore and fairy tales, his many productions both celebrate and
masterfully repurpose the traditions of horror for their own means. Woofter and Jowett's
collection looks at how Whedon revisits existing feminist tropes in the '70s and '80s
“slasher” craze via Buffy the Vampire Slayer to create a feminist saga; the innovative
use of silent cinema tropes to produce a new fear-laden, film-television intertext;
postmodernist reflexivity in Cabin in the Woods; as well as exploring new concepts on
“cosmic dread” and the sublime for a richer understanding of programmes Dollhouse
and Firefly. Chapters provide the historical context of horror as well as the particular
production backgrounds that by turns support, constrain or transform this mode of
filmmaking. Informed by a wide range of theory from within philosophy, film studies,
queer studies, psychoanalysis, feminism and other fields, the expert contributions to
this volume prove the enduring relevance of Whedon's genre-based universe to the
study of film, television, popular culture and beyond.
Essays on British writers of fantasy and science fiction discuss the changing attitudes
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towards this genre, including serious consideration by critics. Covers the publication of
science fiction in comic books, limited productions of publications by fan presses, the
difference between British and American science fiction, the birth of the New Wave, and
the revival of horror fiction as a distinct genre.
Looking for excitement, Coraline ventures through a mysterious door into a world that is
similar, yet disturbingly different from her own, where she must challenge a gruesome
entity in order to save herself, her parents, and the souls of three others.
A second chilling collection of landmark ghost stories and tales of the supernatural
includes all the works from the author's final two volumes of fiction, A Thin Ghost and
Others and A Warning to the Curious. Original. 10,000 first printing.
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????Sitges???????????????????????????????????????40?????
? ?????? http://goo.gl/d0XOCv ??????2010?10?1????? http://goo.gl/T0XIoa ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ???2010?10?1??????????? ?2010????????Fantastic
Fest????? ?2010???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?????? ????????????
?????????????????? ?????????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ????
This volume couldn't be better, this is a guide that should be on your desk. -- Writer's
Carousel
Supernatural: A History of Television’s Unearthly Road Trip is a captivating
examination of the cultural phenomenon that is Supernatural, the longest running genre
series in US television history. It examines the show’s predecessors, characters, major
storylines, devoted fanbase, and how it has influenced other series that followed.
??????????????? ???????????????? ? ????60????????????????? ?
??????????????????????? ? ????????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??
????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
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???? ???????????????? ?????? ??????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????????????? ????? ????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????
????……???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????……???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Presents an introduction to the mystery genre, discussing why children and young
adults might or might not enjoy mysteries, looking at series mysteries, offering
suggestions for educators on how to integrate mysteries into other areas of the
curriculum, and including outlines for mystery-related programs, as well as lists of
mystery books.
????????????????... ??H.G. Wells??????The Island of Doctor Moreau???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????Glee?Gossip Girls?????????
??????????????? ?2013??????? ???????? ?2012????????? ???????? ??????????
???????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ????????????????……
???????????????????????????? ?? —— ?????????????????????????????? ?? ——
???????????????????????????? ?? —— ???????????????????????
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??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????——??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????500???40????????…… 2005??????????????????????? 2005? BookSense
???? 2005???????????? ????? ??????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????
???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????
????????????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????? Barns & Noble?????????
NCIBA????????? BookSense????????? ??????????????? ??????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?1930?????????????????????????16??????1972????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????1
476????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ??????1930?1970??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????600?????
?????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Ways to Live Forever. This eleven-year old boy with
leukemia knows how to keep his memory alive when he knows his time on earth is
limited. An ALA Notable Childrens Books in 2009, this touching and inspiring story will
help Sam live forever. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Essays and interviews on the leading horror films and directors discuss their artistic,
political, and social significance, and the horror aspects of such mainstream films as
"Fatal Attraction"
????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????…… 13????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 18???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????…… ?????? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????
??????????????? ????????????????Undine????????????????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ????????19?????????????????????????1909?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????Motte Fouqué?1777—1843????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????Undine?
Ondine?Undina????????????????????????????????????????????????????????[1]????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????Vodianoi??????????Rusalka??[2]??????????????????????????????
???????????????Friedrich de la Motte Fouqué????????Undine?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????[3]??????unda?????????
?????Undina?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1
8????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Sir Lawrence????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????My every waking breath shall be my pledge of love and faithfulness
to you.???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????You swore faithfulness to me
with every waking breath, and I accepted your oath. So be it. As long as you are awake,
you shall have your breath, but should you ever fall asleep, then that breath will be
taken from you and you will die!????????????????? ????? ??????Pouhon Pierre-LeGrand???Ondine de Spa???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????[4]
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